Name: ___________________________________
Year One Blue & Gold  Weeks 7 and 8  Term 4  2017   Due: Friday 1st December
Have a go at completing some of these activities over the next two weeks!

 Living Like Jesus

 Literacy

 Mathematics

Try to choose at least one each week!

The top three in pink need to be done at least 4 times a
week!

Choose at least one each week!
  Practice skip counting in 2’s, 5’s and
     10’s. Can you start at different points?
Can you go backwards from different
points?
 Practice counting backward from 100!
How fast can you go?
 1G -Measure the weight of different objects around your
house using your ‘hefting’ skills. Can you feel which object is
heavier or lighter? Order them from lightest to heaviest weight.
 1B -Measure the length of various objects in your bedroom
with informal units (buttons, pasta, stones etc). Order them
from the shortest length to the longest length. Pick objects in
the kitchen and do the same!
 Practice your addition and subtraction skills using playing
cards - place the cards face down, take two cards and add
them together. Choose another card- can you take this
number away?
 Mathletics - http://www.mathletics.com.au

 Say The Glory Be  prayer before bedtime

 Go outside, lay on the grass and have a look at the
clouds. Can you use your imagination
to see different shapes or objects?
 Write a letter to a family member
thanking them for being in your life.
Other:________________
Parent Initial: __________

 B
 e read to every night!

 Read a book each night! Please fill in
     your Reading Log.
 Practice your Sight Words in your
    Sight Words Book.
    Remember to go back and look at previous lists as
    well. Have a go at writing them as a question (on
    back of grid).
 Practice your Spelling words using coloured chalk or
    textas.
Other:_______________
Parent Initial: __________

Other:_______________
Parent Initial: __________

 Helping at Home

 Family Time

Try to choose at least one way of helping each day!
  Help make your own lunch for school.
  Pack your own bag.
  Set the table for dinner.
  Tidy up your toys or playroom.

Try and choose at least one each week!
 Take a family walk around your neighbourhood. Talk
about the best parts of your day!
 Have a family movie night.
 Play some board games.
 Play with your pet.

Try to choose at least one each week!
 Practice your Edu-Dance routine.
 Go to the park and play a running
game.
 Play a game of family soccer.
 Go build sand castles at the beach.

Other:________________

Other:________________

Parent Initial: __________

Parent Initial: __________

Other:________________
Parent Initial: __________

Be Active!

Writing questions with Sight Words! Pick sight words with more than 5 letters!

Word: __________________

Sentence: _______________________________________

______________________________________________
Word: __________________

Sentence: _______________________________________

______________________________________________
Word: __________________

Sentence: _______________________________________

______________________________________________

